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During Shakespeare's lifetime, the Red Lion and James Burbage's playhouse, The Theatre, were the first public theaters in England. Prior to these theaters, the only plays that were being held in the towns of England were the “mystery plays.” These plays were religious plays that chronicled the beginning of time to the death of Christ. He played the title role in Hamlet up to the age of 74. His portrayal became standardized and was imitated by later actors. Even the minute detail of Hamlet upsetting his chair when he first sees his father’s ghost was religiously mimicked by his successors for some time. William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born into an age of experiment, invention, discovery, and revolution. It was an age in which scientists overthrew long-held axioms, philosophers promoted universal education, and seafarers expanded the boundaries of the known world. A major catalyst of advancements was the invention of movable type (individual letters that could be arranged by hand to form words) by German goldsmith Johannes Gutenberg (1400-1468) in the mid-fifteenth century. The relative simplicity of European alphabets, generally consisting of fewer than thirty letters based on ancient Gre